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(feat T.I.)
I poop and fly, get high 
Right high I kick the flame 
All they it's get ..., all I do it's get pay
All they do it's talk shit, all I do it's keep blame 

Kickin' flav, my shit major, they hate all, they get..
I get flame, no get pay ...
..
Well they kick the flame if I kicking pimpping 
Just no love 'bout our bitches 
Got to pomping like in their prescriptions 
...in the kitchen 
Catch me in the in the phone, driving with precision 
Came, 'aint no money here unless you get promisions 
Hold that attitude and got that memo 
Don't get small like my ...
...no value info ..
....
And no talking ... when I rock the ..
....
Guess what, get 'bout my face,
You know I write that PSC all day 
Poop and fly, getting high, right high, I'm kicking flame
All they it's get ..., all I do it's get pay
All they do it's talk shit, all I do it's keep blame 
Kickin' flav, Kickin' flav, right high getting fly, 
My shit they hate all, they get..
I get flame, no get pay ...
...they raise up, campain so major 
All about that paper, could they broke shit, 'aint got shit
on my ...
Twice to shits 'bout new nigga, fuck what they say 'bout
you nigga 
Perform to get shot nigga 
So you got love guns say you want a ball 
Soon as I get a little say I want it all 
... you need a ... to get you up, now every time you
chatch us ...
we're not actors, we don't hustel the game, getting
down but no win the game 
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Don't wanna play with this suckers man 
....
I poop and fly, get high 
Right high I kick the flame 
All they it's get ..., all I do it's get pay
All they do it's talk shit, all I do it's keep blame 
Kickin' flav, Kickin' flav, my shit major, they hate all,
they get..
I get flame, no get pay ...
Come on, kickin flav
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